
BLACK WRITING TABLE

Computer Writing Desk Laptop Table Black Trestle Desk Home Office Rectangle Study Reading Desk Kids Table with 2
Removable Tiers Shelves with Hutches.

A wooden crate may be used for intercontinental shipments for maximum protection. A signed delivery
receipt without notations of missing, damaged, or incorrect item s represents your acceptance of the complete
order in perfect condition. With clear manual the assemble is not hard for set up. In the event that there are
visible signs of damage or missing or incorrect pieces, please indicate the problem on the Delivery Note and
contact us within 48 hours of delivery. Versatile and practical, the computer table is the perfect addition to
your life. Built to last, the elegant and stylish computer desk is made of quality steel and MDF to deliver high
durability and stability. Item will be left in its packaging after delivery. Description This modern and simple
designed computer desk which can be fully folded is a piece of furniture not only provides you a sufficient
surface to spread your work but also helps to save your space when placing it. We recommend asking a family
member or friend for an extra hand; alternatively, you may upgrade to In-Home Delivery see below. You will
be responsible for further transport beyond that point. And the bottom shelf offers additional storage space.
Easy to Assemble: We offer explicit and understandable installation guide, helping you easily set up the
frame. Full size as it is, the writing workstation is large enough to have your daliy supplies in order, making it
possible for you to eliminate the limitation that your files getting in the way. Please get in touch A skilled
driver or a team of two will bring your item s inside your home and place it in the immediate entryway. It also
provides fine craft and special aesthetics while using it as your workstation. Take our desk home and let the
convenience stay with you. All hardware included. Multi-functional Computer Workstation: This
multi-functional folding table can be used as office workstation, meeting desk, home desk, computer desk etc,
with its compact structure and beautiful texture can surprisingly highlight your office or home decor. A
signature will be required upon delivery. For unusually large or heavy items, we recommend asking a family
member or friend for an extra hand, as we cannot send more than 2 drivers. In-Home Delivery: For in-home
delivery service, additional fees apply. You can lay your books, papers, documents, laptop on the spacious
tabletop.


